
EMBATTLED UKRAINE
PRIME MINISTER RESIGNS
By John Bacon, USA Today April 10, 2016 

(EXCERPT) Ukrainian Prime Minister Arseniy 
Yatsenyukresigned Sunday under pressure to 
expedite reforms in the former Soviet-bloc nation.

Yatsenyuk's government has been besieged by war, 
corruption and economic struggles. His cabinet 
survived a no-confidence vote in February, but two 
parties left the governing coalition in protest that the 
prime minister wasn't ousted, a move that deprived 
the coalition of a majority in parliament.

President Petro Poroshenko said then that Yatsenyuk
had lost support and should resign. Public opinion 
polls have showed support for Yatsenyuk as low as 
1%.

Yatsenyuk, who will formally leave the post Tuesday, 
said the political crisis was "artificial." He said too 
much emphasis had been put on getting him out of 
office instead of making necessary 
changes. Parliament speaker Volodymyr Groysman 
was nominated to assume the prime minister post, 
Yatsenyuk said.

"I thank our nation, society, civil society activists, 
volunteers; I thank each and every one of you for your
endurance and patience," Yatsenyuk said in a 
statement he also tweeted. "As of today my goals are 
broader: new electoral law, constitutional reform, 
judicial reform, Ukraine’s membership in the EU and 
NATO."

Yatsenyuk was an opposition leader in 2014 when 
massive protests helped drive pro-Russia 
President Viktor Yanukovych from power. 
Yanukovych had been viewed as slowing Ukraine's 
economic march toward the West. But his resignation 
sparked an outcry from Moscow, and within 
weeks Russia annexed Crimea.

A violent pro-Moscow insurgency ensued, 
compounding Ukraine's economic struggles. In 
eastern Ukraine, government forces have faced 
fierce assaults from militants despite a shaky cease-
fire deal that took hold in September.                       

On Sunday,   Vice President Biden   called Yatsenyuk to
thank him for his efforts "during a historic time for 
Ukraine," the White House said in a statement. Biden 
and Yatsenyuk agreed on the importance of 
assembling a new cabinet committed to reforms 
recommended by the International Monetary Fund 
and European Union, the statement said. 
---------------------------------------------------------------

“MY PEOPLE ARE DESTROYED
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THE ‘PANAMA PAPERS’
AND ‘REGIME CHANGE’: 

WHO IS BEHIND ‘THE INTERNATIONAL CONSORTIUM
OF INVESTIGATIVE JOURNALISTS’ (ICIJ)?

By Timothy Guzman, Silent Crow News 7 April 2016 (EXCERPT)

The International Consortium of Investigative Journalists (ICIJ) is based right in the 
belly of the beast, Washington D.C. The ICIJ is an offshoot of the Center for Public 
Integrity (CPI). In an interesting note, ultra-propagandist CNN’s Christiane Amanpour 
was a former board member of the organization. The CPI is also funded by the CIA-
connected Ford Foundation, George Soros’s ‘Open Society Foundation’, The 
Rockefeller Family Fund and the Rockefeller Brothers Fund of the international 
banking cartel, the Rockefeller family. 

The list of the main-stream media (MSM) news outlets has partnered with 
the ICIJ serve the political and financial establishment. The list includes the 
British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC), the Guardian (UK) and the 
Huffington Post (US). The ICIJ also partnered with Radio Free Europe/Radio 
Liberty which was established during the Cold War as a CIA front to 
broadcast anti-Soviet propaganda in Eastern Europe. In 2014, a France 24 
titled ‘’Radio Free Europe back on frontline over Ukraine’ reported that:

“A  quarter  of  a  century  after  it  helped  topple  totalitarian
Communist regimes in Eastern Europe, the US-funded Radio
Free Europe/Radio Liberty is duelling Moscow again, this time
in a media war over the Ukraine crisis.”

Journalist and author David Satter, a former Moscow correspondent for the Financial
Times who  claimed  Russian  President  Vladimir  Putin  ordered  the  apartment
bombings  across  Russia  in  1999  was  an  advisor  at  one  time  for  Radio  Free
Europe/Radio Liberty. Well-known establishment mouthpieces such as theNew York
Times and the Washington Post has also partnered with the ICIJ which is highly
influential  in  the  Anglo-American  foreign  policy  agenda  for  the  Military  Industrial
Complex.

The ICIJ is also supported by the Open Society Foundation and the Ford Foundation. 
The Ford Foundation’s connection to the CIA is a well-documented fact since the 
1940’s. Frances Stonor Saunders, the author of ‘Who Paid the Piper? The CIA and 
the Cultural Cold War’ wrote “the CIA considers foundations such as Ford “The best 
and most plausible kind of funding cover”. Open Society Foundation has collaborated 
on a number of occasions with the United States Agency for International 
Development (USAID), another regime change organization. 

http://silentcrownews.com/wordpress/?p=4662


Panama Papers Fallout: Iceland's PM Resigns,
Ukraine's President Pressured, Billionaire Responds

By Luisa Kroll, Forbes, APR 5, 2016 (EXCERPT)

Less than 48 hours after the first stories were published based on the Panama 
Papers, a massive leak of 11.5 million files from a Panama law firm known for 
setting up offshore companies, Iceland’s prime minister has resigned, at least one 
of the 29 named billionaires has gone on the offensive, a Ukrainian politician has 
called for the impeachment of its president and  UK labour Jeremy Corbyn leader 
has argued, according to Newsweek, that the British government impose direct 
rule over dependencies accused of being tax havens.
After a yearlong investigation, the International Consortium of Investigative 
Journalists and 100 reporting partners around the world started publishing stories
on Sunday that tied 140 politicians, 29 billionaires and at least 33 blacklisted 
people to 214,000 offshore entities. The impact of the leak could reverberate for 
months and lead to more resignations.
As Edward Snowden quipped in his tweet Tuesday, “With scandals in Russia, 
China, UK, Iceland, Ukraine, and more, perhaps a new rule: if you’re in charge of a 
country, keep your money in it.”

That advice came a bit too late for Iceland’s prime minister. Earlier today 
Sigmundur David Gunnlaugsson, who has been in office since 2013, offered to 
resign and dissolve parliament after the Panama Papers revealed details of an 
offshore company, Wintris, that his wife owns. It apparently held and holds claims 
of Iceland banks that collapsed during the financial crisis. The resignation came 
after thousands of Icelanders crowded outside the parliament buildings in 
Reykjavik calling for him to step down. On Sunday he’d walked out on 
an interview with Swedish TV when questioned about the offshore company. “I 
don’t know how these things work,” he said, visibly flustered by the reporter’s 
questioning, “But everything was declared on the tax report…something is being 
made suspicious that is not.”
Gunnlaugsson will likely be replaced by Independence party leader, finance 
minister Bjarni Benediktsson, whose name also apparently has appeared in leaked 
documents and is tied to an offshore company in the Seychelles, according to 
the Guardian.

http://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/apr/05/iceland-prime-minister-resigns-over-panama-papers-revelations
http://www.theguardian.com/world/video/2016/apr/03/icelands-prime-minister-walks-out-of-interview-over-tax-haven-question-video
https://twitter.com/Snowden/status/717368764174626817
https://www.icij.org/
https://www.icij.org/
http://www.newsweek.com/jeremy-corbyn-direct-rule-panama-papers-tax-havens-cayman-islands-444099?rx=us
http://www.forbes.com/companies/prime


China Plans A Single, Chilling Response
To The Panama Papers

Ralph Jennings, Forbes, APR 10, 2016 (EXCERPT)

The Panama Papers, a collection of leaked documents covering the tax-sensitive offshore business of
world political leaders, has prompted the prime minister of Iceland to resign and put his British

peer David Cameron on a Q&A defensive. The papers point also to China, suggesting that family

members of eight current or former senior Communist Party leaders have offshore companies set up
by the document aggregator, Panama-based law firm Mossack Fonseca. The brother-in-law of

Chinese President Xi Jinping is among those named. The legal and financial records emerge as China

tries to stop corruption. With that irony closing in, the criticism-wary country ruled by a single party
has responded as it usually does to slaps from offshore: angry rejection. “In China, Web postings are
taken down, foreign publications blocked, Communist Party media blames the West, and leaders act

as if nothing had happened,” says Gordon Chang, an author on Chinese affairs. 

That response shows that the Panama Papers will change China in just one plain way: Communist
leaders will pick up their politically reliable tune that foreigners are out to get them, and to amplify it

they may strike back at someone with economic weaponry.

The 11.5 million documents collected by a law firm that works with 15 locations 
known as tax havens threaten the Communist leadership’s most convincing effort 
to curb graft, a way of stoking its stubborn economy and building trust with an 
ever-wary public. Lavish banquets and bribery have been squelched since Xi 
became president in 2013. People with rank-and-file government jobs even feel a 
pinch now where they never noticed one before. So the Communist Party isn’t 
about to tell people that the leaked documents name top officials.

“Therefore, those in the Party ruling groups…will intensify repressiveness to keep the truths about system 

corruption revealed by the Panama Papers out of China,” says Edward Friedman, China specialist and 
professor emeritus at the University of Wisconsin in the United States. “They also will understand the 
Panama Papers to be another item in a supposedly endless effort of the West to undermine Communist 
Party rule. Ruling groups will tell the Chinese people that the Panama Papers are a Western invention 
aimed at making China weak and dependent on the West.”

Lines like those have resonated with the public since the late Qing Dynasty more than 100 years ago, 
when eight Western governments took concessions in China and outraged the Chinese. A nationalistic call
to arms raising the specter of foreign domination still rallies a lot of Chinese people around the flag and 
eases any discontent they may feel toward the Communists. China increasingly backs up its wrath by 
taking something away, which it can easily do as the world No. 2 economy keenly pursued by states and 
companies almost everywhere.

http://www.forbes.com/sites/johnmauldin/2016/02/02/heres-whats-happening-with-the-chinese-economy/#79985f3e36cc
http://www.forbes.com/sites/kellyphillipserb/2016/04/04/what-are-the-panama-papers/#1662d05d7508
http://www.forbes.com/profile/xi-jinping/
http://www.forbes.com/sites/timworstall/2016/04/10/david-camerons-panama-papers-show-how-little-offshore-tax-dodging-is-going-on/#4499574a2a0d


COLORADO REPUBLICANS CANCEL
PRESIDENTIAL VOTE AT 2016 CAUCUS 

MOVE MAKES COLORADO ONLY STATE TO DATE
TO OPT OUT OF EARLY NOMINATION PROCESS

By John Frank, The Denver Post  08/25/2015 

(EXCERPT) Colorado will not vote for a Republican candidate for president at its 2016 caucus after party 
leaders approved a little-noticed shift that may diminish the state's clout in the most open nomination 
contest in the modern era.

The GOP executive committee has voted to cancel the traditional presidential preference poll after the 
national party changed its rules to require a state's delegates to support the candidate who wins the 
caucus vote.

The move makes Colorado the only state so far to forfeit a role in the early nomination process, according 
to political experts, but other caucus states are still considering how to adapt to the new rule.

"It takes Colorado completely off the map" in the primary season, said Ryan Call, a former state GOP 
chairman.

Republicans still will hold precinct caucus meetings in early 2016 to begin the process of selecting 
delegates for the national convention — but the 37 delegates are not pledged to any specific candidate. 

The Democratic Party still will hold a presidential straw poll March 1 — a Super Tuesday vote in a key 
swing state that is attracting attention from top-tier candidates.

For Republicans, no declared winner means the caucus will lack much of its hype. The presidential 
campaigns still may try to win delegate slots for their supporters, but experts say the move makes it less 
likely that candidates will visit Colorado to court voters.

The Colorado system often favors anti-establishment candidates who draw a dedicated following among 
activists — as evidenced by Rick Santorum's victory in 2012 caucus. So the party's movemay hurt GOP 
contenders such as Donald Trump, Ben Carson and Rand Paul, who would have received a boost if they 
won the state.

In 2008 and 2012, die-hard Republican voters gathered at caucus meetings to begin the delegate-
selection process of selecting delegates to the national convention and voice support for presidential 
candidates in a straw poll.

The votes, however, didn't require Colorado delegates to support any particular candidate at the national 
conventions. This allowed for delegates that supported a losing candidate to vote for the nominee and 
demonstrate party unity at the convention.

But the freedom also opened the door for political mischief, as Colorado saw in 2012 when Ron Paul 
supporters managed to win a significant portion of the delegate slots, even though Paul finished far 
behind other candidates in the Colorado caucuses.

The RNC tightened the rules in 2012 to eliminate nonbinding straw polls and help prevent similar stunts in
the future, forcing Colorado Republicans to re-evaluate their process. An effort earlier this year to switch 
to a presidential primary system failed amid party infighting.

http://blogs.denverpost.com/thespot/2015/05/04/senate-republicans-kill-partys-own-push-for-2016-presidential-primary/119831/
http://blogs.denverpost.com/thespot/2015/04/22/colorado-considering-switch-to-presidential-primary-in-2016/119300/
http://www.denverpost.com/ci_20398638/politics
http://www.denverpost.com/ci_21413546/some-colorado-delegates-hold-out-mitt-romney-ron
http://www.denverpost.com/perspective/ci_28679571/could-donald-trump-and-bernie-sanders-win-colorado
http://www.denverpost.com/ci_19914772
http://frontloading.blogspot.com/2013/01/thoughts-on-where-2016-presidential.html
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